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ABSTRACT
A unit cell geometrical structure was found with the use of symmetry operations corresponding to the point group C3.
Based on the symmetry of space group R3, a 3D braided geometrical structure was obtained by transforming the
unit-cell. The features corresponding to this braided structure were studied. The fiber volume percentage and variational
tendencies of the material were predicted by establishing a geometric model.
Keywords: Point Group C3; Space Group R3; 3D Braided Geometrical Structure

1. Introduction
3D braided composites with the excellent mechanical
properties are widely used in the aerospace, defense and
medical industries [1]. At present, most of the researches
have focused on the four-step and two-step braiding methods.
Four-step braiding method was invented by Florentin
invention in 1982, and the two-step braiding method was
first invented by Poper and McConnell in 1987 [2]. The
four-step three-dimensional braiding method has successfully been used in braiding the rocket nozzle and
satellite enhanced phase with the structure of the support
pieces. Mesoscopic structure and mechanical properties
of the four-step 3D braided composites have been researched a lot [3-9]. Based on the four-step multi-dimensional braiding method, it has been applied to industrial processes successfully [5-9]. The three-dimensional multi-directional braiding process increased axial
yarn in braided direction or the other two directions
which are perpendicular to braided direction. At present
the braided processing of three-dimensional five direction [5-7], six direction [5,8] and seven direction [5,9]
has been in successful application. Li Jialu studied the
structure and performance of the two-step square 3D
braided material [10]. Two-step braiding method 3D
braided material is not widely used in practical engineering projects.
Owing to the constraints of the processing technology,
there exist too few varieties of three-dimensional braided
composites, low processing efficiency and high cost of
Open Access

the process, which go against a better overall performance of 3D braided materials [11]. Thus there is an urgent need to develop a more three-dimensional processing. The new three-dimensional woven prediction research is still in its infancy [12].
Different lattice structures of the crystal showed the
different properties, and crystal geometry can be classified by crystal symmetry group [13]. With reference to
the research methods of symmetry group, researches on
unit cell geometry of braided materials can be summarized. According to the space group and the space group,
symmetry operations can be deduced from a large number of new three-dimensional yarn crossover methods
[12]. A new geometry structure of 3D braided material
was deduced by using space point S6 corresponding to
symmetry operations and the symmetry of space group
P3, and author researched its processing and properties
[14]. Under the condition of satisfying all space point
group C3  3 [13] symmetry operations, a new unit-cell
with yarn-cross structures is deduced. A kind of cross
geometry structure with continuous yarn can be obtained
by putting the unit-cell into space lattice content with its
symmetry. A new 3D braiding method can be obtained
by researching its processing.

2. 3D Braided Geometry Structure Unit Cell
Content with Point Group C3 Symmetry
Let z axis as a rotation axis in the three-dimensional coordinate system xyz. In space group C3 group elements
are E , c3 z , c32z , Group of generators is c3z . Space group
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C3 is a pure rotation symmetry group. Group element
2
c3z represents a 120˚ rotation around the z-axis; c3z
3(0)
represents a 240˚ rotation around the z-axis. E  c3 z
represents a 360˚ rotation around an axis or non-rotation.
Point group C3 group of elements corresponding to
symmetry operation can be expressed as
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Figure 1. Deducing 3D braided geometrical structure unitcell with space point group R3. (a) A yarn segment; (b) An
unit-cell corresponding to point group R3; (c) The rhombohedron usual unit-cell.

c33z  x, y, z    x, y, z 
c3nz  x, y, z  represents the symmetry operation that a
point  x, y, z  in a yarn segment is converted into a
point after equal sign.
Applying symmetry operations of point group C to the
yarn segment shown in Figure 1(a), a kind of combination of yarn segment, as shown in Figure 1(b), can be
obtained, which is the representative volume unit for
deriving new 3D braided geometry structure.
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Figure 2. Space hexagonal lattice.

3. 3D Braided Geometry Structure Content
with Space Group Symmetry
3.1. Space Simple Hexagonal Lattice
Corresponding to Space Group R3

Z
X

A simple hexagonal lattice (shown in Figure 2) described by crystal symmetry group is coordinated with
the space group C3. The deduced unit cell (shown in
Figure 1(b)) as a lattice point is put into the hexagonal
lattice, and a new cross geometry structure (shown in
Figure 3) with continuous yarn can be obtained considering the continuity of the yarn.

Y

Figure 3. A new continuous yarn geometrical structure.

3.2. Translation Symmetry Operations
Corresponding to Space Group R3
In the xyz coordinate system, translation symmetry operation is Ti  uxi  vyi  wzi .

4. Geometry Structure and Processing of the
New Three-Dimensional Braided Material
Corresponding to the Space Group R3
Symmetry
New unit cell of three-dimensional braided geometric
structure can be deduced by Space group symmetry operations. The internal geometric structure of possible
three-dimensional braid can be obtained by translational
symmetry operation for the unit cell. In the actual
braided process, boundary yarn is continuous. After considering its rules, a new three-dimensional braided geometric structure can be grasped (shown in Figure 4).
Open Access
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Figure 4. A new three-dimensional braided geometric
structure.

To get this new three-dimensional woven material, the
motion law of braided yarn carriers must be researched.
Point position shown in Figure 5 is arranged with
movably braided yarn carriers, the basic braided yarn
array is composed of braided yarn carriers.
Braided yarn carriers in the same orbit are in a group.
There are two groups in total, named as a and b respectively. In the braiding process, the trajectory of yarn carrier in the same orbit does not change. Once all yarn carriers in a group move along the arrow direction, a braiding cycle is finished.
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consists of full yarns mosaic instead of the traditional
yarn center line segmentation (shown in Figure 7). The
advantage of the method of this division is: maintenance
of the full symmetry of the unit cell on the premise of
non-affect to the geometry described; group representation theory to study the mechanical properties of the material can be used in the follow-up study.

5.1. Basic Hypothesis

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Yarn carrier array and the movement trajectory
of the same group yarn.

The axis of each group of yarns in the three-dimensional braid is straight, and only bending at the boundary
(Figure 6).
Different groups of yarns cross in space eventually
form a new three-dimensional braided geometry structure.

5. The Geometric Analysis Model of the New
Three-Dimensional Braided Materials
The new 3D-braided geometric structure is expected for
the production of a new three-dimensional braided composite perform, as a new three-dimensional braided material, its performance prediction is an important part of
basic research.
The properties of braided materials can be used in different geometric analysis model. In 1990s, the equivalent
theory of 3D braided materials microstructure geometry
was an effective solution to the problems in engineering
applications. Ko et al. proposed the Fabric Geometric
Model(FGM) [15]; Ma et al. proposed the “*”-type
model of a representative unit cell [16]; Yang et al. proposed fiber tilt model based on laminate theory [17]; Du
et al. gave the division of the unit cell under different
assumptions and model structure. After in depth study of
mesoscopic geometric structure of the unit cell [17,18];
Wu Delong proposed three-cell model [19]. Based on the
geometric structure of the unit cell the analysis model is
widely used and to achieve the ideal predicted results on
mechanical properties.
The new three-dimensional braided material is the unit
cell deduced according to space group symmetry operation. And the unit cell geometrical analysis model is
more reasonable to analyze its performance. Slight difference of unit cell division method with the traditional
method: full yarns are used in unit cell boundary in the
geometric model of the new fabric; adjacent unit cell
Open Access

1) The cross section of braided yarn in braided materials is rhombus (Figure 8) and the braided yarn is sufficiently supple.
The geometric distortion can be generated with the
change in load.
2) Braiding process is stable and braiding geometry is
consistent.
3) Internal unit cells account for the vast majority of
the braided materials; as the cross-sectional size increases, the influence of the surface structure should be
ignored.
4) Internal unit cell, the final cross-section of each
yarn is extruded as shown in Figure 9 geometry by the
lateral loads from different directions. The degree of lateral compression will affect the size of the fiber volume
percent.
In extreme cases, the lateral extrusion of yarn will
reach congestion (shown in Figure 10), and at this time
fiber volume percentage of the 3D braided will reach the
highest. But this time, there exists difficulty in substrate
penetration, which is not conducive to improving the
performance of the material, and thus three-dimensional
woven composite fiber volume percentage should have
the best range.
b

a

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The different groups representation yarns in the
new three-dimensional braid.
1

2

3
Complete yarn
unit-cell

Adjacent unit-cell

Figure 7. Three adjacent unit-cell in braided material.
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Figure 8. The diagram of internally yarn lateral extrusion.

b
(b)

(b)

Figure 11. The relationship of Simplify yarn geometry parameters in the given coordinate system. (a) The geometric
and the positional relationship of the yarn segment in
braided material; (b) Coordinate system.

a
(a)

(a)

(c)

Figure 9. The approximation of internally yarn geometry.

a

2) Yarn factor ε and the cross-sectional area of the reduction factor λ;
Yarn factor ε reflects the size of the yarn fiber volume
percentage. Cross-section reduction factor λ represent
yarn geometry deformation on the influence degree of
the equivalent cross section by yarn braiding processing.
Yarn matter factor is defined as:


b

Ry 

(b)

Figure 10. The rhombohedron gap region formed by the
intersection. (a) The rhombohedron gap filled situation (b)
the cross section of braiding yarn by limit matter.

1) Rhombohedron conventional unit cell volume U r ,
Cartesian coordinates of the reference to Figure 11, set a
unit cell side length L, z direction diagonal length 4H (H
is unit-cell height along the symmetry axis of the direction), braid angle as  (i.e. yarn axis and the Z-axis
angle), Rhombohedron conventional unit cell volume
calculated as follows:
(1)

3 3 3
Ur 
L sin  3cos 2   1sin    arctg 1 2tg   
2
(2)
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(3)

(4)

It is determined by the yarn linear density (  =
Texy/1000) and the fiber density  (g/cm3) [5]
To untwisted yarn and different twist yarn, the numerical is different. Twistless yarn fiber volume percent
maximum is:

  3 6  0.9064

5.2. Geometry Model of 3D Braided Materials
and the Fiber Volume Percentage

cos   H L

A0

Ry represents the radius of the circular knitting section of yarn, and

a
(a)

 Ry2

(5)

A represents the yarn reduction sectional area, after the
geometry changes in braided materials, assume a circular
cross section of the yarn in the braiding process only has
sliding between the fibers, before and after deformation
of the fiber cross-sectional area of the yarn does not
change, the percentage remains constant, and a crosssectional view of the yarn is not changed, there is
A   A0  ab

(6)

A is the two diagonal length of yarn diamond cross
section
In the Rhombohedral space area, with the matter load
increasing and Yarn deformation, the deformation of the
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gap will eventually be filled up, and at that time the fiber
volume percent maximize. Reflected in the yarn crosssection reduction coefficient λ.
ab
 0.8
a 2  b 2  ab

1  

(7)

3) Rhombohedral unit cell edge length L and yarns
volume in unit cell U y
From Figure 11 the following relation can be deduced,
KH  EG  b sin  ,

BD  a ,
FB  atn 6  a

3,

CF  FB tn  a
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Figure 12. Different braiding angle corresponding to the
same geometric shape of cross-sectional.
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Rhombohedral unit cell edge length can be assumed as

L,

(b)

(c)

Figure 13. Derivation of the yarn cross-section parameters.



L  4l  4 b  a cos 



3 sin 2

(9)

The total volume of the 12 yarn segments in the
rhombohedral unit cell can be assumed as U y ,
U y  12 LA0

(11)

4) yarn geometric parameters after deformation a, b
and 
According to previous assumptions: the yarn is supple
enough; matter force is sufficient; different braid angle
 corresponds to the same kind of cross-sectional geometry with different cross-sectional dimension (Figure
12).
Reference to Figure 13, the parameters A and B can
be derived. Figure 13(b) is the cross-section of a rhombohedral unit cell perpendicular to the Z-axis direction,
this figure meets the symmetry of point group C3 .
The relationship between A and B is derived as follows:
b '  3a

(12)

Braiding angle  of braided yarn (Figure 13(c)). So
b '  b cos 

(13)

The relationship of the parameters a and b
b a  3 cos 
Open Access

Vf 

(10)

Yarn fiber volume percentage can be assumed as  0 ,
The total volume of the fibers is

U f  12 0 LA0

5) The fiber volume percentage V f . It can be expressed as:

(14)




12 LA0
 100%
Ur
3 sin 2 

4 3cos   1sin    arctg 1 2tg   
2



(15)

3
 V f max
6

V f max is the maximum of the fiber volume percentage.
When the circular cross section of the yarn did not
change, the volume percent of the fibers is at minimum
Fiber volume
 100%
unit  cell volume
12   D 2 4  4 D 3


2
16
 4D 

V f min 

(16)

6) The value of the percent fiber volume V f :
The smaller the braid angle is, the more difficult the
matter process is to achieve. The braiding process also
need to maintain a certain tension, corresponding to the
percentage of lower fiber volume, in fact, this situation is
difficult to form a dense braid. The greater the braid angle corresponds to a higher percentage of fiber volume.
Fiber volume percentage will not achieve unidirectional
yarn aggregate value B under limit congestion state,
while according to the formula (6 - 10) we can see, the
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yarn cross-section reduction factor in the limit state A is
0.8. Braid angle take a value close to A, the yarn is difficult to bending deformation and difficult to achieve the
congestion state; Decreases with the braid angle, yarn is
prone to bending, but difficult to achieve the process of
packing, the braided material is only dependent on the
yarn tension weaving, the corresponding braided material
because of its loose structure, the percentage of fiber
volume is low. Increasing the braid angle, the braided
material is not only easy to achieve the process of packing , but also easy to achieve a higher percentage of fiber
volume. In the same packing force, the percentage of
fiber volume increases with the braid angle.
As shown in Figure 14, fiber volume percentage results of the new three-dimensional braided material is
derived by the formula (15). If the yarn cross-section
reduction factor is not changed, the percentage of fiber
volume almost does not change with the braid angle
variation. Taking into account the yarn cross-sectional
will change during the actual packing process, the curve
in the figure is the simulation results with the consideration of the above factors.
According to the above analysis, this curve is the trend
of the fiber volume percentage with the change of braid
angle. The shaded area is the range of possible values for
the percentage of volume of the composite fiber.

6. Conclusion

fiber volume percentage V（%）
f

A novel geometry structure of unit cell is deduced from
the point group C3  3 corresponding to symmetry operations. By transforming the unit cell with symmetry of
space group R3, A new 3D braided geometry structure is
obtained. The braided technology corresponding to this
geometry structure is studied. 3D braided material fiber
volume percentage and its variation tendencies are predicted by means of the established geometric model.
Some new 3D braided preforms with a high performance
could be obtained by optimizing the geometric parameters which have higher fiber volume percentage than traditional three-dimensional braided material. Prelimi0.75
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Figure 14. The value of fiber volume percentage.
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